SHED AND GARAGE
SECURITY
PREVENT CRIME

Top Tips

PROTECT COMMUNITIES

Always keep your shed or garage locked.
Ensure your shed (and garage where
possible) are behind a secure perimeter.
Use dusk to dawn lights.
Use coach bolts to fasten hinges and hasp
and staples or pad bar.
Security mark property and register it at
www.immobilise.com
Fit anchor points to secure items to.
Fit an alarm and use it.
Avoid storing high value items in the shed.
Avoid or cover windows in the shed.
Use two good quality closed shackle
padlocks to secure the shed door.

Securing your shed and garage is

Always lock integral doors between the
garage and house.

essential, not only to protect what is
stored within it, but also to prevent

Add ground mounted locking bars to
enhance security on ‘up and over’ garage
doors.

anything

from

your

shed/garage

being used to force entry or cause
damage to your house or car. There

Use two good quality closed shackle
padlocks or a 5 lever mortice and rim lock
(BS3621) to secure garage doors.

are some simple steps below that you
can take to enhance the security of
your shed or garage.

Lock all garage windows.
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www.immobilise.com for free. See the Property

General Advice

Marking Guidance note for more details.

Always keep your shed or garage locked.

Fit anchor points to secure items to.

Always secure the shed or garage if you are not

Security anchor points, if securely fixed to a

in sight of it. Never leave it insecure at night or if

concrete base (or wall mounted if specified) will

the house is unoccupied, even for a short time.

provide a secure point to chain valuable items to.
See www.soldsecure.com

Where possible, ensure that the shed or garage is

or www.securedbydesign.com for more details or

behind a secure perimeter.

anchors and chains.

Layers of security are important and can deter the
opportunist thief.

Have an alarm fitted and use it.
If you already have a house alarm, ask your

If possible locate new sheds and garages within

supplier if it is possible to add any external

sight of the house.

buildings to your existing alarm. If your shed or

This will provide natural surveillance over the

garage is behind a secure boundary, it is also

building and will deter thefts as the offender is

worth asking if external sensors can be fitted so

more likely to be seen or heard.

that you would be alerted of any suspicious
behaviour in your garden/driveway. See Security

Use dusk to dawn lights to illuminate your

Alarms and Alarms Policy guidance for more

shed/garage*.

information. Alternatively, stand-alone battery

If the shed/garage can be seen from the house or

operated systems may be suitable.

by neighbours or passers-by, lighting the area will
ensure that any suspicious activity can be seen.

Check your shed/garage regularly.

Lighting can also assist CCTV. *However, if there

If you notice damage or attempts to force entry,

is no surveillance over the building, lighting may

report it to police, warn your neighbours and take

actually assist the offender. Consider adding extra

steps to enhance the security.

surveillance (i.e. CCTV) if you can.

Improvise

Use coach bolts to fasten hinges and hasp and

You may have to think out of the box. For

staples or padbar.

instance:

Security screws can also provide an enhanced

A cheap and easy way of alarming tools or

level of security. All fittings should be secured to

valuable equipment is to use inexpensive personal

the solid structure of the door or shed/garage. A

attack alarms.

metal plate inside the shed where the locks attach
will enhance the security.

Fix the alarm to the item securely with cable ties.
When storing the item in a shed, thread a fixed

Security mark property and register it on

wire or strong fishing line through the loop on the

Immobilise

on the personal alarm as shown below and fix it

Use permanent or forensic markers to identify

to a fixed secure point. Try to keep it discrete so

your

property.

Register

all

items

at
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the thief can’t see it. When they try to remove the

Garage Security

item, the alarm will go off.
These are cheap when bought in bulk on line so

Always lock integral doors between the garage

you can secure many individual items.

and house.
Keep the integral door locked even if the external
doors are locked. The integral door should be of
the same security standard as all of the other
exterior doors in the property.
Add ground mounted locking bars to enhance
security on ‘up and over’ garage doors.
Locking bars, secured to a concrete base on the
drive, provide a visual deterrent. (see Secured by

Shed Security

Design or Sold Secure for more details). If you
have a secure pedestrian access door as well as
the up and over door, consider drilling a hole at

Avoid storing high value items in the shed if it isn’t

the front of each runner and inserting a padlock

totally secure.
Even with the best locks, the average

to deter the door from being opened.

garden

shed will not deter a determined burglar for long.

Use two good quality closed shackle padlocks or

It is best therefore to store items of high value

a 5 lever mortice and rim lock (BS3621) to secure

(cycles, fishing gear etc) in your garage or house.

outward or inward opening doors.

Alternatively considering purchasing a purpose

Use Sold Secure or LPS 1654 Issue 1:2013 SR1

built Sold Secure or Secured by Design storage

padlocks to secure the door top and bottom. As

container. See Sold Secure

a minimum, padlocks should be at least 6cm wide,
hardened steel, have at least 5 pins and be closed

Avoid windows in the shed.

shackle. If you prefer, use a 5-lever mortice lock

If your shed already has a window, at least cover

and rim lock conforming to BS3621. To check if it

it with an old curtain or newspaper so that a
burglar cannot see what is inside.

conforms, look at the plate on the lock. If you have

If possible,

two doors, always ensure that the slave (securing)

secure the window with a wooden or metal sheet

door is firmly secured with mortice bolts top and

or grille to prevent it being smashed or removed

bottom prior to locking.

to gain entry.

Lock all windows and keep them covered.

Use two good quality closed shackle padlocks to

If you have windows on your garage, keep them

secure the door.

locked and use curtains or newspaper to cover

Use Sold Secure or LPS 1654 Issue 1:2013 SR1

them up so that a burglar cannot see what is

padlocks to secure the door top and bottom. As

inside. If you are having a new garage built, avoid

a minimum, padlocks should be at least 6cm wide,

having windows.

hardened steel, have at least 5 pins and be closed
shackle.
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First Principle: Related links
Check out all of our Crime Prevention information using the following
links or by using the QR code to take you to the First Principle Pages
Alternatively go to our website at https://www.suffolk.police.uk/ and
look in the 1st Principle A-Z of Crime Prevention.
Allotment Security

Heating Oil

Anti-Social Behaviour

Home Improvements

ATM Security

Home Security

Beach Hut Security

Home Security for

Boat Security

Tenants

Building Site Security

Horses and Stables

Business Security

Keyless Vehicles

Caravan Security

Key Safe Security

Caravan Storage

Lock Snapping

Card Security

Mopeds and Scooters

Catalytic Converters

Motorcycle Security

Church Security

Neighbour Disputes

Cold Callers

Occupiers Liability

Commercial CCTV

Personal Security

Counterfeit Banknotes

Power Tool Security

County Lines Advice

Products Brochure

for Landlords

Rural Crime

Cyber Crime

Security Alarms

Cycle Security

Sheds and Garages

Dangerous Dogs

Social Media

Dog Fouling

Social Media for

Dog Theft

Parents

Domestic CCTV

Suspicious Behaviour

Domestic Violence

Shoplifting

Farm Security

Taxi Driver Safety

Fraud Prevention

Vehicle Security

Grooming

Windows and Doors

Hate Crime
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Other Links you might
find helpful
Ask the Police
Secured by Design
Sold Secure
Crimestoppers
0800 555 111
Victim Care
0300 303 3705

